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President Celeste speaks on the CC economy

C

Jackson Solway
Ethan Axelrod

atalyst: Is your job thankless?
Celeste: I get thanks all the time.
People tend to respect people who
make tough decisions. Nothing gets easier
with time. Tough decisions need to be faced
and made.

we just don’t have the money. And we had
gotten used to tuition increases that I’d call
‘good times’ increases. We made a decision
early on when we knew we were going to
have to make cuts about what would be our
guiding principles. The first principle is to
protect the academic enterprise. The second
is to protect access—financial aid.

Catalyst: What went wrong?
Celeste: We made a bet on a positive economic environment a couple of years ago
and said, ‘let’s stretch ourselves with financial aid.’ One result is a freshman class that is
stellar in virtually every respect. But between
August and October the economy started
to go south. Whatever [investments] people
were in, there was no place to hide. It was a
predictable problem that we created for ourselves.

Catalyst: Do you know how many staff
members have been added since you became
president?
Celeste: I don’t know. There have been a
significant number of positions that have
been added. We hired an ADA coordinator.
Fortunately, she came on board just as the
Justice Department came after us on accessibility issues. Their initial survey of the campus identified $12 million worth of changes.
We’ve negotiated them down to around six
million dollars worth of changes.

Catalyst: Was financial aid the main source
of excessive spending?
Celeste: I wouldn’t call it excessive spending. We should spend more on financial aid,

Catalyst: Looking back, do you think the
hiring of staff has been excessive?
Celeste: Looking back with 20/20 hindsight, I think we would have been well served

had we not brought so many folks on. But at
the same time we added 18 tenure track positions over the same period of time. In terms
of the life of the college, we benefit. We still
need to add tenure track faculty to do right
by the college. Vision 2010 is maybe going to
be vision 2012 before we’re done with it.
Catalyst: When we talk to staff and students, the conversations seem to be subsumed in the logic of loss. There is a thick
negative atmosphere. Morale is low, if not
the lowest it has been since you’ve been here.
What role do you think you have in this?
Celeste: I have a responsibility to address
morale issues. I think if you’re confronted
with uncertainty, and when you don’t know
where it’s going to end, to make predictions
is to only invite more serious morale issues
down the line. What I try to do, and I don’t
know if I’ve done this as well as I’d like, is
remind people of the positives. I guess part
of what I’m mindful of, maybe because I’m
insulated from some of the economic worries that others have, is the variety of
Cont’d p. 3

n April 22, 1970 twenty million
people celebrated the first Earth
Day. Thirty-nine years later, according to the Earth Day Network, the organizers of the first Earth Day, more than 1
billion people in over 174 countries participate in Earth Day activities. Among those
billion people are the students, staff, and faculty of Colorado College. But instead of just
celebrating the earth on Wednesday, CC has
celebrated this entire week.
CC’s Earth Week kicked off this Monday
with several events. The Outdoor Recreation
Committee (ORC) held a workshop on packing a backpack in downstairs Worner, while
the CC Bike Co-op held their own workshop
on bike building. Later in the evening, students Daniel Kidney and Haley Brunsteter
gave a talk titled “Epic Adventures of CC
Students.” The night ended with an IMAX
presentation on the Armstrong Quad of
“Grand Canyon Adventure: River at Risk”
and “African Revolutions Tour.”
Tuesday, the ORC taught workshops on
how to leave no trace on outdoor excursions, coordinate orientation, and how to
repair camping stoves. That evening, anyone
walking behind Cutler Hall would have encountered people practicing yoga as the sun
dipped behind the mountains.
That night in the Cornerstone Screening
Room, there was a showing of “Uakari: Secrets of the English Monkey,” a BBC documentary exploring the vital role the Red
Uakari monkeys of Peru play in their ecosystem.
Wednesday, Earth Day, was packed with
ecologically conscious events. The ORC held
a discussion about the culinary possibilities
of living in the backcountry in a workshop
titled “Backcountry Gourmet Desserts and
Intro to Backcountry Cooking.”
The ORC was not the only group thinking
about food on Earth Day. Rastall honored
Mother Earth by having a ‘Low Carbon Diet
Day.’ Although some CC students seemed
wary of eating lunch at Rastall, the overall
consensus seemed to be positive. Freshman
Russ Pagan went so far as to describe the
chicken sandwiches Rastall offered Wednesday as “orgasmic.”
Carbon footprint reduction was the focus of several events Wednesday, a free jean
mending service was offered at Worner and
the Environmental Program’s Lindemann
lecture in Packard
Cont’d p.2

Biodiesel cooperative turns King Chef’s grease to gas

A

Danni Faulk

lthough Colorado College has
made efforts to produce less waste
and help the environment, through
Earth Week and aCClimate, a tedious lull still
resides within the administration, and Zak
Randall is growing increasingly frustrated.
A senior CC student on the brink of gradu-

ation, Randall has spent the past year preparing the campus to become a little “greener”
with his Biodiesel Cooperative.
This organization converts excess vegetable
oil, received primarily from King Chef’s Restaurant, into useable biodiesel fuel.
Once operated out of a mobile lab—a big
white Isuzu truck—this cooperative has relocated to a their very own Hazardous Materials Lab: a Hazmat shed.

A successful venture grant, written by Zak
and his partner, Emily Capelin, provided
the CC Biodiesel Cooperative with this new
venue along with a reactor, various pumps,
drums, and other equipment necessary for
the conversion.
The reactor converts the oil and fat molecules of the waste vegetable oil into four
smaller molecules: glycerol and three molecules composing the actual biodiesel.

In this project, the glycerol is considered to
be the waste-molecule, but in larger ventures,
it can be converted into human soap.
Even though biodiesel fuel still produces
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases,
the biodiesel emissions are recycled within
the present-day carbon cycle; no net carbon
is introduced into the atmosphere.
Cont’d p. 4
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Hall by Dr. Robert Bullard, called “Environmental Justice for All: Strategies to Achieve Healthy and Livable
Communities.”
Earth Day ended with another screening in Cornerstone of “Scarred Land and Wounded Lives,” a documentary examining mankind’s dependency on the Earth
and the threat war poses to humanity’s existence.
Thursday started off with ORC workshops covering
a wide range of topics, including building a stove out of
a tuna can, baking in the backcountry and learning how
to tie knots.
Thursday night, Armstrong and Worner quads came
to life. Armstrong quad had another movie showing, this
time the film “Fuel”, a documentary that explores America’s addiction to oil.
On Worner quad, CCSGA helped CC students feel
more connected to nature by hosting an outdoor slumber party.
From noon until 5 p.m. today, the Earth Week festival
will be held on Worner Quad. Sponsored by EnAct, CCSGA, ORC, and WAC, the festival will have lawn sport
games, face painting, live music, tie-dye and even a Velcro
wall.
Earth Day ends this Saturday with a multitude of
events. Kicking the day off is the “Running off the Grid”
Fun Run on the Washburn Field Track.
On Worner quad from noon till three, students will
have an opportunity to get rid of unwanted items, at “Really Really Free Market.”
The market’s slogan explains it all: “Take what you
want, bring what you don’t want anymore!”
All day Saturday, the 2009 Pikes Peak Earth Day Celebration will be held in Cornerstone Arts Center.
From 9 am to noon, seniors in the Environmental Program will present their research at an Environmental Day
symposium, held in Tutt Science room 122.
“I think we’ve got a very eclectic group of student
projects this year, from some hardcore science to some
interesting cultural pieces,” said Environmental Science
Professor Howard Drossman.
“They’ve been working really hard on their theses,” he
said.
Drossman’s fellow Environmental Science Professor,
Miro Kummel, concurred.
“[EV Day] will allow the students who did theses to
show off their work, and students who took the capstone
o show off their posters.”
“I’m looking forward to it,” he said.
The Environmental Program is one of the fastest growing majors at CC.
There are well over 50 EV majors, and the department
is excited to meet the challenges of the growing populace
on campus interested in studying environmental protection.
Earlier this year, the Program added a fourth major,
Environmental Policy, supplementing the existing Inte-
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grated Environmental Science, Environmental Chemistry, and Environmental Physics majors.
“I think this is only the 2nd ever EV day,” Drossman
said.
“We’ve had one a few years ago when we had a large
senior class. With the large number of majors we have
now, I think this will become an annual event.”
Also on Saturday, there will be tours of places on campus that continue to promote the message of Earth Week
year round.
Starting at 10 am there will be two separate tours, one
of the CC Farm and the other of the Synergy House. The
CC Farm’s tour starts at Worner, and the Synergy House
tour will be on location, at 1004 N. Weber.
While CC officially celebrates stewardship of Earth
for one week a year, it is obvious that our community is
devoted to taking care of the Earth year-round.
Small projects, including the blue recycling baskets
found in every dorm room and the separate organic waste
bin in Rastall are everyday reminders of the ideas Earth
Week tries to promote.
But ultimately, it comes down to CC students to con-

You take one day of the year on
all the interrelations we have
with the earth. Every day should
be Earth Day, but this is the one
day you can focus on it. It’s good
to raise awareness.
miro Kummel
tinue promoting environmentally friendly practices.
CC does all that it can to encourage us to be stewards
of the land, but it is up to individuals to follow through,
a spirit embodied by Freshman Matthew Polland, who,
when asked, said, “The Earth is my best friend.”
Kummel echoed Polland’s sentiments.
“You take one day out of the year to focus on all the
interrelations we have with the earth,” he said.
“Every day should be Earth Day, but this is the one day
you can focus on it. It’s good to raise awareness.”
In addition to the formally scheduled activities sponsored by the various environmental organizations on
campus, many CC students took advantage of the beauty
of Mother Nature in the Colorado Springs community,
at the base of Pikes Peak
With temperatures reaching the seventies, nearly the
whole campus has been enjoying the outdoors. Every
grassy patch around campus seems to be filled with students this week, a far cry from last week’s cold temperatures.
Students, staff and faculty who stayed at CC for block
break would hardly have expected to see students laying
out in their bathing suits three days after Friday’s blizzard.
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CC athletics mourns loss of assistant volleyball coach
Ashley Mayo
The Colorado College volleyball program,
the athletics department, and the CC
community suffered a great loss on April
14 with the unexpected passing of Assistant
Volleyball Coach Steve Durand.
Durand began working with the Tiger
women’s volleyball team just before the
2003 season.
As assistant coach, he primarily worked
with the team’s offense, but also coached
setting and serving.
Over the past six seasons, Durand helped
Colorado College maintain its position as
one of the country’s top NCAA Division
III teams.
Under his coaching, CC posted a 141-64
record, recording six consecutive campaigns
with 20 or more victories and made six
straight NCAA Tournament appearances.

Friends and family members were quick
to recall Durand’s passion not only for
volleyball, but for coaching as well.
“Steve loved volleyball, loved coaching,
and loved being around the players. He was
a great friend, a great coach, and just an all
around awesome person. He cared so much
for our players and program,” said head
volleyball coach Rick Swan.
“Steve was so much more than just a
coach,” said co-captain Anna Clithero. “He
was a wonderful person who cared about
all of us as individuals, as a family, and as a
team.”
“He helped make the players complete
people, not just athletes,” said fellow coach
Jodi Beauman.
Those who knew Durand also recalled his
kind and selfless nature.
“He was always willing to give up his
time and energy to help someone out,”
said Wayne Weatherby, who worked with

CC Vision 2012?
President Dick Celeste discusses the
future financial state of Colorado
College and how this may effect
students, faculty, and staff.
Continued from page 1
positive things that are happening. We
aren’t putting people on furlough. In the
end, I think we’ll be stronger than when we
began.
Catalyst: Whose idea was it to cut the football program?
Celeste: It started with the athletic department. The athletic department has overspent
their budget for the last 20 years. They were
given a budget, and when they ran out of
money, the college would cover it. It was
just done. We said to [Athletic Director] Ken

With the football decision,
I don’t think there’s a
right way to do that.
Was it a good process?
Not particularly. In the
case of staffing, we were
constrained legally. I think
in the case of athletic
decisions, we were
constrained by time.
President Dick Celeste
[Ralph], instead of asking you to make cuts,
why don’t we just ask you to balance your
budget? He recommended that decision to
me. I discussed it with the Board of Trustees,
and I made the decision. It was not a decision

Durand for ten years.
Durand also coached club volleyball in
Colorado Springs for the past fifteen years,
and served as the head coach of the Doherty
High School boys’ volleyball team for the
past four years.

Steve was so much more
than just a coach. He was
a wonderful person who
cared about all of us as
individuals, as a family,
and as a team.
Anna Clithero
Prior to his coaching career, Durand spent
33 years serving his country.
He joined the Air Force in 1973 and was
stationed at many different bases before
finally making permanent residence in

Colorado Springs with his family in 1994.
For 24 of his years with the armed forces,
Durand served as a military firefighter.
He saved countless lives and responded
to more than 100 fires and vehicle accidents,
earning the title of Deputy Fire Chief at
Peterson Air Force Base.
He retired in 1998.
A memorial service was held last Friday,
April 17 in Shove Chapel.
The service was followed by a reception
and an afternoon volleyball game in El
Pomar Sports Center.
In lieu of flowers, friends and family
were asked to make donations to the CC
Women’s Volleyball program in Durand’s
memory.
Durand is survived by his wife Barbara
and his two sons, Brian and Kevin.
“Steve was a friend and mentor beyond
volleyball,” said Clithero. “He will be
irreplaceable.”

Hoppy Hour
is Back

that got pushed on me. I made that decision in the end.
Catalyst: People have expressed frustration over the closed nature of the
budget process. They don’t feel like they
know what’s coming. Are you satisfied
with the process?
Celeste: On staffing issues and layoffs,
there was more process. People knew
what might happen. Unfortunately under the law, you can’t announce what
positions are going to go. [With] the
football decision, I don’t think there’s
a right way to do that. Was it a good
process? Not particularly. In the case
of staffing, we were constrained legally.
I think in the case of athletic decisions,
we were constrained by time.
Catalyst: How would you rate morale?
Celeste: I think we need to celebrate
what we have. We haven’t figured out
ways to do that thoughtfully. Not in a
hokey way, but in a real way. My hope
is that by next summer, assuming enrollment is strong, we’ll be in a much better
position to talk about the coming years.
There are going to be schools that die in
the next five years. We’re not going to
be among them. I honestly think we can
come out of this clearer and stronger
about what it is we do.

Our hopiest beer...

Phantom I.P.A.
And now it’s
back on
tap for
Happy Hour!
Happy Hours:
Daily: 3 pm to 6 pm
Sun-Thu: 10 pm to close
719-635-2800
2 E. Pikes Peak Ave.
www.PhantomCanyon.com
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El Paso County Jail overrun with inmates, potential danger
Rachel Harris
On a Tuesday morning, taser-packing Deputy
Rodney Fannin took some Colorado College
students around the El Paso County Jail, explaining what contraband is and how inmates
are not allowed to have any form of it, from
extraneous paper to black tar heroin. The
group was escorted into a ward where a small
but powerful looking female guard watched
over the inmates.
Dressed in blue and orange scrubs, the raggedy collection of Alpha Three block women
lazed about in their double rooms; brushing
their teeth, cleaning their clothes, watching
the group from one of the 48 doorways. A
blonde in an orange jumpsuit balanced on
a yellow stripe lining the main room, going
around two times while the tour group was
there.
While the situation seemed completely
under control, if the 96 inmates in the one
ward decided they did not want to be inmates anymore, they could easily over take
the one guard.
“There are about 1500 people in this jail
and only 28 guards to control them all,”
Lieutenant Cliff Northam said.
When the tour group walked by the male
Bravo One ward, the inmates turned and
stared, taking a break from doing pull-ups
and flexing their muscles. All the eyes in the
group stared back at the scrub-clad inmates,
and every mind was thinking that they could
easily take over the ward at any moment.
And no one at the county jail carries a real
gun.
“We only carry Taser guns and pepper
spray,” Fannin said. “Bringing a weapon in
here that an inmate could steal would be really dangerous. We don’t need guns anyway.
You can’t control this crowd by intimida-

tion; it’s all about how you carry yourself
and treating them with respect. If you show
them respect, they’ll show you respect right
back. As a guard, you have to build a rapport
with the inmates.”
If an emergency occurred during which
staff lost control, the special response team,
similar to SWAT, is called in. Wearing all
black clothing, masks, bullet-proof vests,
and bearing high-intensity weapons, the reinforcements are trained to quell any issue
with force.
“Thankfully we haven’t had to deal with
a situation like that yet this year,” Northam
said, knocking on a wooden table. “The
problem is that the volume of people coming
in exceeds the volume of the people going
out. The jail wasn’t designed to handle these
kinds of numbers, but we are dealing with
it, and in the best way we know how. We are
doing more for less.”
Why is there a jail which was designed to
be at no more than 80 percent capacity, rarely
falling under 92 percent? Fannin cited the increase in number of arrests, saying that new
crimes associated with methamphetamine
are a growing presence in Colorado Springs.
Fannin said that he hopes no one in the
tour group ends up in scrubs behind the
tinted windows, especially because of meth.
He also expressed his gratitude to the group
for stopping in and taking their time to go on
the jail tour.
“It’s great when people see what I do on a
daily basis,” Fannin said. “People don’t like
us because we’re cops. We see them at their
saddest, baddest, and maddest. We have to
have a weird sense of humor about it.”
And throughout the tour, Northam and
Fannin joked endlessly, saying hello to fellow
guards as they walked around, patting each
other’s bulging bellies. One may not think
that Fannin, especially with his rotund mid-

section, could take down a felon, but he totes
his physical presence like a badge of honor.
“I look authoritative,” Fannin said. “If
I need to talk someone down quietly, I can
do that. But if I need to yell and be powerful, I can do that too. I am trained for these
things.”
Both Fannin and Northam have had to
switch to guard mode in civilian situations
when encountering a past inmate outside of
the criminal justice center.
“The chilling part is when I am in the grocery store with my two young boys and hear
‘Hey, Dep’ behind me,” Fannin said. “I turn
around and see that shaved head.”
Fannin has never had a negative encounter with a previous inmate. They have approached Fannin, but only to shake the
man’s hand to thank him; they are working
and being social and appreciate how Fannin
always respected them.
Northam has not been quite as lucky. Shopping with his family at a mall in Washington
D.C., Northam heard the all too familiar
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“Hey, Dep.” He turned to look the man in
the face and could see that his intentions
were far from thankful. Northam told the
man to walk away, and seeing that Northam
was willing to use force to protect his family,
he walked away.
“You either have to laugh about the job or
cry about it,” Northam added. “That’s all
you can do.”
Sometimes during the tour, the two officers became sullen when talking about their
jobs; the number of inmates they have to
control and the stresses associated with that
responsibility.
As the tour was ending, the group walked
through several secured doors to get back to
the parking lot. Between one door and another, Northam miscounted the number of
students in the group and stopped for a moment to recount.
“Don’t wanna lose any of ya,” Northam
laughed. “That would be bad. You would be
contraband.”

Seniors attempt to go greener one tank at a time
Continued From Page 1
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Mark Morgenstern, director of the
Quantitive Reasoning department,
heavily invested in the project, and with
a PhD in chemistry under his belt, asserts that these emissions may in fact
make the grass grow greener. “We once
spilled excess biodiesel onto the grass,
and while it first destroyed the grass, I
swear that when the grass grew back it
was greener,” Morgenstern said while
laughing.
With his interest in biodiesel sparked
over the summer, Randall contacted
Morgenstern once he arrived back on
the CC campus. The two have been
working together, alongside Capelin,
ever since.
The actual production of the biodiesel is only one step in the entire process
of the conversion. Before the literal conversion can even occur, one must have
waste vegetable oil. At first, getting this
oil proved to be a struggle for Randall. “I
tried to work with Rastal for months,”
Randall said. “They use between 20-30
gallons of oil a week. But they were so
flakey.” Morgenstern quickly adds that
in previous years Rastal had proved to
be a tricky partner as well. “We would
plan special pickups [of the oil] for Sunday morning but it would all be dumped
by Saturday night.”
Although it may have been difficult
to form a partnership with Rastal, the
restaurants in the Colorado Springs area
have been very cooperative in this green
venture. As of now, the CC Biodiesel
Cooperative receives all of its oil from

King Chef’s restaurant, whose owner hopes
to drive his very own biodiesel car someday.
One of the main objectives of the CC
Biodiesel Cooperative is a continued on-campus production of biodiesel with constant
student participation. In an ideal scenario,
Randall views the CC Biodiesel Cooperative
operating in a similar manner to that of CU
Boulder. According to the CU Biodiesel website, “All of the 13 diesel busses in CU’s fleet
now run on either 100% or 20% biodiesel.”
Randall is quick to recognize the striking
differences between CU Boulder and CC,
such as its size. But he has already been in
contact with Bob Winkleblech, the vehicles
coordinator on campus, who seems eager to
substitute biodiesel for gasoline for all the
on-campus vehicles (including the security
golf-carts and lawn mowers).
Unfortunately, if CC can productively
move forward with its biodiesel fuel conversion, the Cooperative will need a new team.
While Randell and Capelin have spent the
majority of their senior year developing the
CC Biodiesel Cooperative, it seems as though
they may be absent in its actual implementation. The two seniors have assembled and organized the various puzzle pieces of the project, and but since they will not be here next
year to continue, it is necessary for a group
of driven students to assemble them. Still,
Randall remains optimistic about the future
of the CC Biodiesel Cooperative for many
students are showing a keen interest in the
project. “I challenge the student body to take
an active role in this project,” Randall says.
“I challenge them to do it.”
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From wasteful to wonderful: Cutler gets a green makeover
Dan Marion
Below: Amanda Wierzba unscrews
the covering to a light switch. Another project during the house
renovations was reducing infiltration reduction, which controls
the amount of airflow that goes in
and out of the house. To do this,
the group suggested inserting foam
behind outlets, weather-stripping,
caulking and an exterior quality door to the Basement, which
would save 27,886 KBtu/year. The
weather stripping, foam outlet inserts, caulking, and exterior door
cost $252 maximum. With savings
of $208/year, the venture will pay
itself off in 1.25 years.

Above: Cutler building, the home of all student publications at CC, was recently chosen to be retrofitted because it exhibited one of the highest energy consumptions on campus.
Here, Mark Morgenstern, director of the Quantitative Reasoning department, prepares for the renovations to be made to the building. The Ecofund project took place on April 21st, after
receiving grant money. The team calculated how much heat is lost through the walls, ceilings, floors, doors, and windows. Using a model, the group was able to predict how much energy would
be saved if infiltration was cut, the walls and ceilings were insulated, and a different heating system was installed. With all of these changes, the energy savings will be 88,412KBtu/year. The
material cost amounted to $1116, but with monetary savings at $660/year, the production payback time is less than 2 years.
Additionally, these renovations will reduce greenhouse gas emissions, saving11 pounds of sulfur dioxide, 12 pounds of nitrogen oxide, and 10,710 pounds of carbon dioxide.
would be reduced: 11 pounds of sulfur dioxide, 12 pounds of nitrogen oxide, and 10,710 lbs of carbon dioxide.

Above: Claire Tucker loads the insulation blower used
throughout the building. The white piping is fed from a truck
through the window and into the house, making an imitation
fire hose that shoots out insulation. This was used to insulate
the attic, crawl space, and walls of Cutler. Filling the walls with
insulation resulted in an energy savings of 26,697 KBtu/year.
The materials costs were $44, and the savings will be$200/year,
resulting in a payback time of less than a year.
Although retrofitting is very beneficial, Kernan wishes the
houses were developed keeping energy conservation in mind
in the first place. “After even a short time working on retrofitting buildings, you begin to realize how atrociously inefficient
many of the small buildings and houses around campus and
Colorado Springs are. It makes you wonder what the builders
were thinking in the first place,” he said. Interesting to Kernan
is a trend he has noticed while retrofitting houses: the greatest cost-benefit after a short amount of time is also the most
environmentally friendly.

Below: Mark Morgenstern talks with a volunteer in Cutler’s basement about retrofitting the
building. According to the group’s analysis, the
crawl space is a source of considerable energy
loss due to the lack of insulation on the radiator
piping and the water heater, and open access to
outside air from which the boiler draws oxygen
for its combustion. By insulating the hot water
tank and pipes, however, heat loss can be minimized to its maximal potential. The energy saved
through this project would be 13,623 KBtu/year.
Costs accrued to $180 for materials, but with
savings of $101/year, the fee will be paid off in
less than two years by the considerable amount
saved on bills.
CC also saved dollars from the group of
workers, who all offered their services without
compensation. “The greatest benefit of having
volunteers around often is their excitement for
the project and their future involvement. The
more people interested in the process, and the
more people who agree that energy conservation
is the right thing to be doing, the better,” said
Peter Kernan, one of the main volunteers of the
group.

Above: Crouching in the attic of Cutler, Kyle Hemes shoots out
insulations. By increasing the amount of loose cellulose insulation in the attic from the current level of 2-3 inches to 1 foot
of insulation, there will be an energy savings of 14,263 KBtu
per year. With a material cost of $206, and a monetary savings
of $106/year, the renovations will pay for themselves in under
3 years.
According to Hemes, “Retrofitting CC buildings offers
the opportunity to really interact with the campus in a more
physical way, working on buildings that we may use every day to
make them more responsible energy users. Every new building
is a puzzle, with different pieces that fit together to improve the
building’s envelope... Each retrofit is a new puzzle that needs
a variety of compounding remedies to fix. We also know that
the result of our work is to save the college money, prevent
unneeded power consumption, and lower the impact of these
buildings and our use of them on the environment. We have
dubbed ourselves the entropy warriors; entropy, of course, the
tendency for matter in the universe to go towards disorder, is a
principle behind heat loss and inefficiency, and we aim to battle
it by retrofitting these buildings.”
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SportS
Men’s and women’s track sprints towards the SCAC meet
Katie Burns
Women’s Track and Field have a strong
season behind them, and big weekend
ahead of them. The SCAC Track and Field
Championships are this upcoming weekend, and the Tigers are going into it with
an optimistic attitude. Finishing a season
of successful meets with unpredictable
weather, the girls are tapered and strong
heading to Sewanee, Tennessee.
The Tigers enjoyed a triumphant meet
this past weekend over block break at the
Dick Young Classic Invitational Meet at
Grinnell College. The Women’s 4 x 400 relay sprinted into third place. They posted a
season-best time of 4:14.44, moving them
up the ranks for champs.
Junior Brittney Moore, named Women’s
Track Athlete of the Week by the SCAC,
cleaned up after winning two events at the
invitational meet.
She first dominated the 400-meter dash,
finishing almost 2 seconds faster than the
second place finisher. Later in the triple
jump, she rocketed to first, with a jump
15 ¼ inches better than Colorado College
sophomore Hannah Cocannon, who finished second.

Going into championships, Moore is
ranked first in the triple jump, third in the
400m, and fourth in the 200m.
The Colorado College Men’s Track and
Field team also had an impressive weekend. The team had a total of 12 Top Ten
finishes, including three in the 1,500 meters. They finished 6 out of 16 DIII teams,
a mere one point behind Grinnell.
Senior Logan Boccard shined strong,
meeting the NCAA qualifying time in the
400 meter hurdles. In doing so, he also
broke his own school record for the second
time in two weeks. His time was a full .38
seconds faster than the time he posted the
week before at the University of Colorado
Invite.
Another outstanding performance was
seen from the men’s 4 x 800 meter relay.
Freshmen Jackson Brainerd, Kaleb Fegin
and sophomores Andrew Wagner, Colin
Gazely crushed another CC record that
was 16 years old. They cut 11.5 seconds off
the record with their winning time.
Freshmen Max Gerken and Ben Taber
gave CC two top eight finished in the 3,000
meter steeplechase. Gerken took fifth and
Taber nabbed eighth, a close 13 seconds
behind.
In the 800 meter run, Fergin finished 4;

less than a second behind the top three finishes.
Sophomore Dan Kraft finished 6 in the
5,000 meters, followed by teammate Charlie Shaw in 9. Another pair of top five finishes were taken in the long jump, with Jay
Hobbs and Andrew Baird taking third and
fifth respectively.
The men are also looking forward to this

upcoming weekend’s SCAC championship
meet at Sewanee this weekend.

Below: Senior Logan Boccard bounds
over a hurdle on CC’s track.
Left: Freshman Araceli Luna gets
serious height while pole vaulting at
practice.

Photos: Virginia Dreux

Tiger of the Week: Water polo captain Liz Weber

Weber releases a viscious shot.
Eighth block brings around the culmination
of several important things for Colorado
College students. For seniors, it’s the last
time to party and see friends before trudging
off into the big, scary world.
For spring athletes, it’s time to get ready for
their final competitions of the season. For
Liz Weber, the time has come for both.
Weber has been playing water polo for
about eight years, ever since high school. Weber, a senior from Miami, was listed as a key

returning player in 2008, and was elected captain of the polo team this season. The team
itself is quite young, having started in 2003.
Weber has only positive thoughts reflecting the team for the past four years.
“My favorite memories of being a CC Tiger revolve around the team, both in and out
of the water,” said Weber.
This season, however, has been an emotional roller coaster for the water polo girls,
along with softball and football athletes. To
say Weber is upset would be an understatement. She spoke at the “Save Our Sports”
rally, expressing her grief about the decision
and her love for the sport.
“I’m particularly distraught over the water
polo cut because we had just hit our stride…
In the past four years, water polo has become
a force to be reckoned with in our conference,” said Weber.
The water polo team was a strong force indeed. Last year, they had a successful season,
challenging stronger and older teams.
CC made it to the Midwest Championship
tournament, earning an at-large bid to compete at Nationals. Weber was a large part of
their success, as a returning upperclassman
player and crucial goal scorer during the
tournament. During the season, she averaged
three goals per game, one of the highest scorers on the team.
Weber was one of only two CC players to

be named as a member of the Midwest Regional All-Tournament Team.
She also earned All-American academic
status in 2008 by maintaining a 3.5 or higher
and making it to Nationals, a feat only accomplished by ten other CC student-athletes.
When Weber leaves CC, she will say goodbye with uncertainty regarding the future of

her beloved sport. Needless to say, Weber
hopes that the administration will be reinstate the team.
“Don’t take any experience for granted,
spend time with the people that you care
about, and stay positive no matter the circumstance!” said Weber.
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Comment&Debate
Somali pirates success in the Indian Ocean
underscores the need to stabilize failed states
Sam Emmons
Rampant piracy in the Gulf of Aden off
the coasts of Somalia has emerged as an
extremely expensive international security
threat – the pirates have accumulated nearly
$100 million over the last year according
to some estimates. Attention in the media
soared only after the first American-flagged
ship was hijacked, the Maersk Alabama. The
problem has been an ongoing one that has
increased greatly over the last two years.
The attack on the Maersk Alabama is especially significant because it represents a
bold step up in the piracy operations. The
attack took place in the Indian Ocean off

Piracy off the coasts of
Somalia, like terrorism
in general, will not be
eliminated through
military means.

the eastern coast of Somalia, a theater of
operations that is further removed from the
pirates’ base of operations.
The frequency of attacks in these waters
has also increased. In 2008, there were
111 pirate attacks off Somali coasts, 42 of

which were hijackings. Already in 2009
there have been 68 attacks, of those 18 hijackings. Most of these ships have not been
so fortunate to have the U.S. Navy and the
all-watchful eye of the media. There are
still an estimated 15 to 20 ships and some
300 sailors being held by pirates.
Most of the companies that own vessels
that sail in these waters have been reluctant
to install proper security measures to prevent and ward off attacks. The pirates are
buying faster boats and bigger weapons and
the companies claim that it would be too
dangerous to get in shooting matches. This
could be true but I find it doubtful seeing as
their goal is to hijack the boat for the valuable cargo and potential ransoms.
The range of attacks now spans an area
that will take hundreds of ships, by some
estimates, to protect and eventually stop
the attacks. The rescue of the Alabama’s
captain reveals that clearly the pirate’s capabilities are no match for a sophisticated
modern navy, but in order for the navy to
exercise its superior strength it has to be
able to intercept the pirates.
Despite the fact that there is a strong verbal and sentimental commitment from the
around the world, the only navies that have
the capacity to engage in large scale anti-pirate operations are the US, and potentially
China. While both nations have deployed
ships to the area, it is unlikely that the necessary number to patrol the area can be

reached.
Unfortunately, the problem actually lies
on the mainland itself. Ethiopia occupied
Somalia in December 2006, but since their
withdrawal earlier this year terrorist organizations have retaken many important inland towns. The only place where the federal government has a semblance of control
is in the capital of Mogadishu. The mortar
attack on New Jersey Rep. Donald Payne’s
aircraft on April 13th shows that they can
seemingly strike where they please.
Somalia is amongst a number of failedstates where an extended ground occupation is the only feasible option for preventing such organizations from using their
large amount of cash to attract young, unemployed males for piracy and terror. An
effort by the world’s navies will probably
help decrease the number of attacks and
hijackings. However, companies owning
these vessels seem to have made the estimation that running the risks and paying ransom money will be a cheaper option than
employing security forces on their boats.
With their ability to stay out at sea for longer periods and strike over a wider range,
there probably won’t be enough naval patrols to protect everybody.
Nearly the entire world is in favor of combating these pirate operations, but it seems
that even a concerted naval effort will only
set back what is a deep-rooted and growing
problem. Worse, the prospects for a large

scale effort to deal with the mainland problems in Somalia which lie at the root of the
piracy are indeed bleak.
Our military’s first foray into Mogadishu,
made famous by the film Black Hawk Down,
was a horrible failure, which led the Clinton Administration to a complete reversal
in American Foreign policy. Policy strayed
away from multilateralism and used the UN
as the means to conduct peacekeeping missions, ultimately leading to a policy of nonintervention during the horrible Rwandan
genocide.
Piracy off the coasts of Somalia, like terrorism in general, will not be eliminated
through military means. At most, military
operations will only limit the pirates actions, and we must question how successful even the most vigorous application of
military force will be.
The increased theatre of operations in
the Indian Ocean, along with the improvements in weapons and technology now
available thanks to the considerable ransom
money already accumulated has made the
task larger than we have the means to address.
What is needed is a stable government
and society on the mainland, but until the
countries of the world figure out the damning quagmire of occupying a country and
then rebuilding it, ships sailing of the coast
of Somalia will have to keep their heads
up.

A winning strategy for environmental legislation:
Public polices based on sound politics, not science
Professor Andrew Dunham
Last month, President Obama directed the White House
Office of Science and Technology Policy to restore scientific integrity to government decision-making by making
sure that public policies are based on the soundest science. He promised government decisions based on facts,
not ideology.
President Obama’s ideological opponents promptly
attacked his science ‘fiction,’ claiming he had the facts
wrong. Politicians will not agree on the facts or the science, so what is government decision-making really based
on?
Science is the pursuit of Truth, politics is the pursuit
of interest. Science has universal ambitions “to see everything from nowhere,” while in politics “where you
stand depends on where you sit.” The hope of moving decisions from messy, disagreeing, and disagreeable
politics to clear, consensual, and disinterested certainty
is endlessly appealing. And endlessly disappointed.
Policy relevant science can be understood as a set of
sound “if...then” predictions: if carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere increases, then global temperature will increase; if global temperature increases, then arctic sea ice
will melt; if arctic sea ice melts, then the survival of polar
bears in the wild is threatened.
But no public policy necessarily follows from that
sound science. Deniers still deny, skeptics are still skeptical, and scientifically literate citizens still debate the best
ways to respond to threats. Besides, science can tell us the
probable fate of the polar bear but science cannot make
us care. Nor can science tell us to value the polar bear’s
future more than the Wyoming coal miner’s present. Science has yet to answer or help answer the quintessential
political question, “What is to be done?”
Public policies can also be understood as a set of em-

pirical predictions: if the United States adopts a cap-andtrade program, then total carbon emissions will be effectively limited; if total emissions are limited, then fewer
coal-fired plants can be built; if fewer plants are built,
then less carbon dioxide will be put into the atmosphere.
What makes policy predictions so messy is that there are
always sound competing predictions: if fewer coal fired
plants are built, then coal miners will lose their jobs; if
government limits emissions, then limits will work as
poorly as speed limits do now.
“Public policies based on the soundest science” is best

Deniers still deny, skeptics are still
skeptical, and scientifically literate
citizens still debate the best ways to
respond to threats. Besides, science
can tell us the probable fate of the
polar bear but science cannot make us
care. Nor can science tell us to value
the polar bear’s future more than
the Wyoming coal miner’s present.
Science has yet to answer or help
answer the quintessential political
question, “What is to be done?”

understood as a political claim rather than as a description of how policy could ever be made. Political claims
can also be understood as a set of predictions: if President Obama claims his policies are based on sound science, then those policies are more likely to be enacted.
Senator Inhofe makes a similar political prediction: if he
claims climate policies are not based on sound science

and labels anthropogenic climate change a hoax, then climate policies are less likely to be enacted.
Scientists test the truth of scientific hypotheses, and
political claims can likewise be assessed, but the accuracy
of political predictions is not found in whether anthropogenic climate change is or is not a hoax. Rather, the
political assessment is whether claiming that policies are
based on sound science makes those policies more or less
likely to be enacted.
The science supporting anthropogenic climate change
has been established for over 20 years, yet opposition to
carbon restrictions remains strong and public concern
for climate change remains static. Atmospheric carbon
continues to increase, yet this Senate still lacks the votes
to ratify a replacement for the Kyoto Treaty. And opponents of carbon limits seem to benefit from calling
themselves victims of arrogant elites who claim superior knowledge and try to stop debate. Senator Inhofe
won election in Oklahoma. President Obama did not.
Claiming climate policies are based on sound science
is not a winning political strategy. Sound science has not
even gotten voters’ attention, much less changed their
minds. Appeals to science with alarms about rising sea
levels and falling reservoir levels are more likely to turn
citizens to apathetic despair than to renewed efforts
for change. By contrast, basing public policy on interests—creating “green jobs” in the stimulus package for
example—has some success. For years environmentalists
have tried to base policy on sound science and on facts,
and for years we have denied the fact of political failure.
What the country needs instead are public policies based
on sound politics.
Andrew Dunham teaches Public Policy at Colorado
College.
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Observe and Regret: the darkest of dark comedies
Meredith Mantik
This Spring’s darker and R-rated version
of “Paul Blart: Mall Cop”, “Observe and
Report” follows bi-polar Forest Ridge
Mall cop, Ronnie Barnhardt (Seth Rogan). He is called to duty when a flasher
torments shoppers in the parking lot and
eventually Brandi (Anna Faris), the hot
cosmetics clerk.

When audiences are
laughing, it’s at the film’s
sheer audacity alone.
Ronnie, the lovable yet delusional authority figure, must first team up with Detective Harrison (Ray Liotta) to discover
the identity of the flasher and shoplifters, but Harrison becomes so frustrated
and disgusted by Ronnie’s methods that
he drops Ronnie off in a dangerous part
of town during a ride-along. When Ronnie succeeds in subduing some adolescent
drug dealers, he becomes determined to
become a real cop himself.
The dreary comedy, “Observe and Report” would have crashed without placing Seth Rogan at the wheel. Though we
can all sympathize with having big dreams
like Ronnie does of becoming a real cop,
it’s hard to take him seriously when he
throws away his medication, bashes innocent skate-boarders, and practically rapes
Brandi. In fact, Ronnie is possibly one of
the most dislikable protagonists ever to
reach the big screen.
To director Jody Hill’s credit, “Observe

and Report” has
been critically revered as a groundbreaking film of
the dark comedic genre (to hell
with censorship
codes) with a truly unique voice.
Said to have written “Observe and
Report”
with
“Taxi Driver” in
mind, Hill seems
to have been influenced more by
Rogan’s suggestions than anything else (especially the flasher
shooting at the
end).
Even if Rogan’s suggestions
may have warped
Ronnie’s character into a bloodhungry pig, the Seth Rogan we all know
and love from previous films captures our
hearts in some inexplicable way. It’s only
until we walk out of the theater that we
realized how absolutely demented Ronnie
really is.
Not only does “Observe and Report”
not seem to worry about Ronnie’s likeability, but it also doesn’t seem to worry
about appealing to a wide audience. While
more and more films these days are trying
to reach as many demographics as possi-

Photo: Warner Bros. 2009

ble, “Observe and Report” caters strictly
to the late-teen and 20s male crowd.
Much of this is due to its humor, which
harnesses shock value to the extreme. So
much so that when audiences are laughing, it’s at the film’s sheer audacity alone,
which includes everything from ignoring
any chance of political correctness to a
whole lot of male full-frontal nudity.
The film does have several tender moments, which make it somewhat worth
seeing. Ronnie’s twisted yet lovable rela-

tionship with his alcoholic mother (Celia
Weston) and benign flirtation with food
court clerk, Nell (Collette Wolfe), are seductively charming.
Then again, these brief glimpses of
sentiment are balanced with extreme violence, not to mention the moral that best
friends can turn out to be serious criminals. And just when you think the characters couldn’t get any worse, they do. And
somehow you laugh all the more because
of it.

Electro-Acoustic Sculptor Benoît Maubrey at Colorado College

Electronic Guy”: A one-man
performance featuring an electroacoustic tuxedo that shapes
feedback and movement into
sound sculpture. Maubrey is the
director of Die Audio Gruppe,
a Berlin-based art group that
builds and performs with
electronic clothes.

7 p.m. Tuesday, April 28
South Theater, Edith Kinney
Gaylord Cornerstone Arts
Center. Free
InterDisciplinary Experimental Arts Program

